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Should autologous transplant be offered as consolidation to all eligible patients with 

Multiple Myeloma? [NO] 

 

JP Fermand, Immuno-Hematology unit, Hôpital Saint Louis, 75010, Paris, France. 

 

During the late 1900s, high dose therapy (HDT) and auto transplant was established as the 

standard of care for patients with Multiple Myeloma (MM), at least for the youngest. The 

recent introduction of proteasome inhibitiors and immunomodulatory drugs, the so-called 

novel agents, is now challenging the role of HDT and ASCT since new standard dose 

modalities may produce even higher response rates than the most effective HDT regimen.  

Age and associated co-morbidities, such as renal insufficiency, are important considerations 

to decide whether or not the induction regimen should be consolidated by HDT and ASCT. 

Before the area of novel agents, prospective randomised trials that have compared HDT with 

standard dose therapy suggested that the survival advantage of HDT concerned the younger 

age brackets. This is likely to remain true with more effective new-generation multi-drug 

induction regimen and, in the area of novel agents even more than before, HDT and ASCT 

should not be considered at any time in patients over 65 years of age. 

In the youngest patients, who represent only about one third of all patients, the initial disease 

response can be consolidated either by performing HDT early or by continuing a standard 

dose approach, keeping HDT and ASCT as rescue treatment. Before the area of novel 

agents, this delayed ASCT was demonstrated to have no adverse impact on patients’ 

survival (Fermand et al. Blood, 1998). Main ongoing prospective randomised trials, such as 

the IFM/DFCI 2009 study and the European intergroup trial, are asking this question again, 

comparing a new generation high dose regimen to a new generation standard dose strategy 

including delayed HDT and ASCT. These studies are likely going to provide data regarding 

the impact of the initial disease response on the decision of the timing of HDT and ASCT. 

For now, however, most investigators would agree that late HDT may be considered in front 

of a patient obtaining an excellent response and doing well on induction drugs.  

MM is not a single disease entity and treatment should be targeted to each molecular 

subtype rather than using a uniform approach. Improvement in the definition of a risk-

adapted strategy is likely to come from the identification of biologically relevant genes that 

mediate genomic instability and clonal diversity. Indeed, recent molecular longitudinal 

studies show that the evolutional clonal architecture in MM proceeds either in a classical 

linear pathway or in a branching pathway featured by the coexistence of genetically 

heterogeneous sub clones deriving from a common ancestor (Morgan et al., Nat. Rev. 

Cancer, 2012). These findings are likely to have profound therapeutic implications, including 

a questioning of using HDT and ASCT as consolidation, particularly in the group of “linear” 

MM which may not be over-exposed to toxic chemo regimen.  

Current prognostic classification accounts poorly for the different MM and we are still lacking 

of highly specific molecular indicators useable to select the appropriate treatment approach. 

So, currently, HDT and ASCT cannot be considered as a mandatory consolidation step in all 

eligible patients with MM.   

 


